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ABSTRACT: Choice of a particular mate phenotype
may arise out of experience with the very phenotypes
under consideration. Female European starlings (Sturnus
vulgaris) prefer males that sing predominantly long-bout
songs over males that sing predominantly short-bout songs,
and thus, song-bout length is a phenotypic parameter in-
strumental in releasing the female’s mate choice. The pre-
ferred long-bout songs induce higher expression of the
immediate early gene (IEG) ZENK in the female auditory
telencephalon than short-bout songs do, but this sensitivity
to song length depends on the female’s recent song expe-
rience. Here, we compared the experience-dependent mod-
ulation of ZENK with that of another IEG, FOS, and
report that ZENK and FOS expression in the caudomedial
mesopallium and caudomedial nidopallium show different
modulation properties that complement natural variation
in song-bout length. As reported previously, ZENK expres-
sion was greater in response to novel long-bout than to

novel short-bout songs following a 1-week experience with
long-bout but not short-bout songs. In contrast, FOS ex-
pression was greater in response to novel long-bout than to
novel short-bout songs following a 1-week experience with
short-bout but not long-bout songs. Thus, the ZENK and
FOS signaling pathways are made sensitive to variation in
song length by experiences with songs at opposite ends of
the starling song-variation continuum, suggesting the pres-
ence of complementary neural systems made sensitive in
register with the natural axis of phenotypic variation fun-
damental to the female’s mate choice. © 2004 Wiley Periodi-

cals, Inc. J Neurobiol 62: 72–81, 2005
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INTRODUCTION

Choice of a particular mate phenotype may arise out
of experience with the very phenotypes under consid-

eration (Rosenqvist and Houde, 1997; van Gossum et
al., 2001; Hebets, 2003). This is possible because
preliminary sampling of prospective mates may influ-
ence the threshold for accepting one (Wiegmann et
al., 1996; Jennions and Petrie, 1997). Female song-
birds assess the quality of prospective mates and
choose between them based on variation in their
courtship songs (Searcy and Yasukawa, 1996; Gil and
Gahr, 2002). Populations may vary in the locally
adaptive prevalence of alternate song phenotypes,
and, as a reflection of this “song culture”, the song
types with which the female has recent auditory ex-
perience can affect her song preference (Nagle and
Kreutzer, 1997; Freeberg et al., 1999; MacDougall-
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Shackleton et al., 2001). The mechanisms giving rise
to experience-dependent mate choice are largely un-
known (Jennions and Petrie, 1997), but they likely
involve neural systems tuned by experience with the
phenotypic parameters relevant to the mate-choice
decision (Sockman et al., 2002).

Neural control of mate choice based on song ex-
perience likely depends on processing in telencephalic
auditory regions. In the songbird brain, Field L is the
primary telencephalic target of the auditory thalamus
(Karten, 1968), and interconnected subregions of
Field L project to the caudolateral mesopallium
(CLM) (formerly hyperstriatum ventrale, clHV) and
reciprocally to the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM)
(formerly neostriatum) (for details on new nomencla-
ture, see Reiner et al., 2004). The NCM and CLM, in
turn, share reciprocal connections with the caudome-
dial mesopallium (CMM), but the CMM itself does
not project to or receive from Field L (Vates et al.,
1996). Thus, the CMM and NCM are positioned at
relatively high levels in the sensory hierarchy.

Responses to songs occur throughout these fore-
brain regions but with greatly variable selectivity.
Neurons in Field L subregions L1 and L3 show
greater selectivity to species-specific vocalizations
than those in subregions L2a and L2b (Leppelsack
and Vogt, 1976; Bonke et al., 1979; Müller and Lep-
pelsack, 1985; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998). Selec-
tivity continues to sharpen in the CMM and NCM
(Müller and Leppelsack, 1985), where experience-
dependant representational plasticity, at least in the
CMM (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003), enables ex-
traction of the complex acoustic features of conspe-
cific song (Leppelsack, 1983; Grace et al., 2003).

One hallmark of the CMM and NCM is their
stimulus-specific expression of immediate early genes
(IEGs) (Clayton, 2000; Mello, 2002; Bolhuis and
Eda-Fujiwara, 2003; Mello, 2004). Expression of the
IEGs ZENK (the avian homolog of and an acronym
for zif-268, egr-1, NGFI-A, and Krox-24) and FOS is
selective for conspecific over heterospecific song
(Mello et al., 1992; Bailey et al., 2002) and increases
with strength of song learning (Bolhuis et al., 2000).
In terms of mate choice, CMM and NCM ZENK
expression in female mountain white-crowned spar-
rows (Zonotrichia leucophrys oriantha) correlates
positively with the level of sexual receptivity to a
particular song type (Maney et al., 2003).

Several studies on European starlings (Sturnus vul-
garis) suggest that the length of the male song bout is
a signal of his quality and is therefore a phenotypic
parameter instrumental in releasing the female’s mate
choice in this species. Nutritional stress during devel-
opment reduces average song-bout length (Buchanan

et al., 2003), which itself positively correlates with
immunocompetence (Duffy and Ball, 2002) and mat-
ing success in the wild (Mountjoy and Lemon, 1996;
Eens, 1997). Female starlings show robust prefer-
ences in a mate-choice context for songs organized
into long bouts over songs organized into short bouts
(Gentner and Hulse, 2000); novel long-bout songs, in
turn, induce higher ZENK expression in the female
CMM and NCM than novel short-bout songs do
(Gentner et al., 2000; Sockman et al., 2002). More-
over, prior experience with long-bout songs amplifies
the sensitivity of the ZENK response to song bout
length, whereas prior experience with short-bout
songs attenuates this bout-length sensitivity (Sockman
et al., 2002). Thus, when viewed through the lens of
ZENK expression in the female CMM and NCM,
recent experience with the favored male phenotype
makes the female sensitive to the favored category of
phenotype. In species where sampling and assessment
of the local song culture may affect the acceptance
threshold for a prospective mate’s phenotype, such a
system would seem highly beneficial.

To further characterize the experience-dependent
properties of the CMM and NCM in female starlings,
we manipulated song experience and then compared
subsequent song-induced ZENK with song-induced
FOS expression. Whereas ZENK sensitivity to varia-
tion in song bout-length arises out of experience with
longer songs, here we show that FOS sensitivity to
this variation arises out of experience with shorter
songs. The results indicate the presence of comple-
mentary neural systems made sensitive to variation in
mate-choice cues by acoustic experiences at opposing
positions in the naturally varying distribution of a
phenotypic parameter fundamental to the natural his-
tory and fitness of the female.

METHODS

Procedure

We housed 20 wild-caught female European starlings with
ad libitum access to food and water throughout the study. To
synchronize their reproductive cycles, we drove them to the
reproductively unresponsive state of photorefractoriness
(Nicholls et al., 1988) (confirmed by laparotomy and pres-
ence of regressed ovaries) by housing them on a 16-h
light–8-h dark (16L:8D) photoperiod. We then restored
reproductive competence (i.e., photosensitivity) by transfer-
ring them to 8L:16D (Dawson, 1991), and assigned each
female to one of four treatment groups: (1) long-bout ex-
perience, long-bout stimulus; (2) long-bout experience,
short-bout stimulus; (3) short-bout experience, long-bout
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stimulus; (4) short-bout experience, short-bout stimulus
(Table 1).

We then transferred females to four sound-attenuation
chambers (two per chamber) on an 11L:13D photoperiod
and, for 7 days, played either long-bout or short-bout songs
in each chamber. We presented songs in partially random-
ized 30-min intervals during the photophase, for a total of
5.5 h of song per day. This constituted the “experience”
treatment (Table 1). The first 30-min playback of each day
began at photophase onset, and no more than two 30-min
playbacks occurred without at least one intervening 30-min
silent period. The last 30 min of photophase were always
silent. This protocol dispersed song playbacks unpredict-
ably throughout the photophase and, along with our selec-
tion of the 11L:13D photoperiod, was our attempt to mimic
what free-living females might experience when choosing
mates early in the spring.

After completion of the last song playback on day 7 of
the experience treatment, we transferred each female to her
own sound-attenuation chamber and held her in isolation on
11L:13D through the following day. Beginning 30 min after
photophase onset the subsequent day, we exposed one fe-
male of each experience-treatment pair to novel long-bout
and the other to novel short-bout songs for 30 min. This
constituted the “stimulus” treatment phase (Table 1). Ninety
minutes after stimulus onset, we anesthetized females (6.5
mg secobarbitol, injected i.m.), rapidly decapitated them,
and processed their brains as described previously (Sock-
man et al., 2002). We staggered by 30 min the stimulus
treatment for the four pairs of females such that we com-
pleted all stimulus treatments by 2.5 h and collected all
brains by 3.5 h into the photophase.

We conducted the above experience and stimulus pro-
cedures in three runs—twice with eight and once with four
females. Successive runs were spaced 1 week apart, such
that the first, second, and third cohort spent 44, 51, and 58
days, respectively, on the 8L:16D photoperiod.

Song Recordings

Details of the song recordings have been described previ-
ously (Gentner and Hulse, 2000; Gentner et al., 2000).
Briefly, for the song sets used in the experience treatment,
we recorded a large library of complete song bouts from a
single, laboratory-housed male directing song at a female.
From these songs we selected 12 exemplars, which, based
on bout length, we divided into two sets of six: a 30-min
long-bout set and a 30-min short-bout set, with mean bout
lengths of 55.2 and 26.0 s, respectively (Table 1). Record-
ings used for the stimulus treatment were the same, except
we recorded the initial library of songs from a different
male. The mean bout lengths of the long-bout and short-
bout sets used in the stimulus treatment were 55.6 and
25.4 s, respectively. Neither total song nor total silence
duration differed among the four 30-min song sets. The two
males’ songs shared approximately 1% of their motifs in
common, and, in earlier studies in which experience was not
manipulated, females preferred the long-bout sets of both

males (Gentner and Hulse, 2000). Because we used songs
from one male for both levels of the experience treatment
and songs from another for both levels of the stimulus
treatment, stimulus songs were always novel, even when the
experience and stimulus categories were not (e.g., long-bout
experience followed by long-bout stimulus).

Immunocytochemistry

We performed immunocytochemistry for ZENK and FOS
on alternate, 40 �m, sagittally cut sections, as previously
described for ZENK (Sockman et al., 2002). For FOS, we
incubated tissue for 17 h at 4°C with a 1:8000 dilution of an
antibody directed against a synthetic fragment of the c-fos
protein product in chickens (Gallus domesticus) (D’Hondt
et al., 1999). The egr-1 and FOS antibodies specifically
recognize the female starling ZENK and FOS proteins,
respectively (D’Hondt et al., 1999; Sockman et al., 2002).

Quantification and Statistical Analyses

We conducted all quantification procedures blind to the
experimental condition of each animal and using a method
detailed previously (Gentner et al., 2000). Briefly, we sam-
pled from the CMM and NCM, for which the anatomical
boundaries have been described (Gentner et al., 2000). The
samples were 640 � 480 pixel eight-bit grayscale digital
microscope-images (200� magnification; 412 � 309-�m
image area). For each IEG, we quantified every fourth-cut
section from the midline to 1120 �m bilateral. For the
CMM, we placed the sampling window as dorsocaudally as
possible [Fig. 1(A)]. Due to possible heterogeneity of IEG
induction within the NCM (Ribeiro et al., 1998; Gentner et
al., 2000; Maney et al., 2003), we sampled from two loca-
tions in the NCM. For the dorsal sample (NCMd), we
placed the sampling window as ventrocaudally as possible
in the dorsal half of the NCM, and for the ventral sample
(NCMv) we placed the sampling window as ventrally as
possible [Fig. 1(A)].

We counted the number of ZENK-immunoreactive
(ZENK-ir) and FOS-ir cells in each digitized image using an
automated NIH Image (v1.62, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD) routine (see Gentner et al., 2000) and veri-
fied the accuracy by comparing automated with manual
counts on a subset of images. Using the mean count of an
image and its contralateral counterpart, we analyzed the
immunoreactive cell count (dependent variable) using a
single, hierarchically nested repeated-measures general lin-
ear model, with brain section (laterally from the midline)
nested within brain area (CMM, NCMd, NCMv) nested
within protein (ZENK, FOS) nested within stimulus (long-
bout, short-bout) and with experience and run as between-
subjects factors. Due to the split-plot design of this exper-
iment (Table 1), subject refers to the female pair during the
experience phase of the study, not to the individual female.
Because our primary interest concerned differences between
ZENK and FOS in their experience-dependent song-type
sensitivity, the model term of primary interest is the protein
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� experience � stimulus interaction. We do not discuss the
main effect of protein, F(1, 4) � 485.41, p � 0.0001,
because it is not possible to distinguish differences between
the two immunocytochemistry procedures from differences
in protein expression. Although the main effect of run was
reliable in a previous study (Sockman et al., 2002), it was
less so in the present study, F(2, 4) � 4.37, p � 0.10, and,
because here it was not of primary interest, we do not
discuss it further. We also do not discuss most of the
numerous interactive effects inherent in large, multifactor
analyses such as ours, because they were not of central
interest.

The time course for induction and decay of immediate

early genes is rapid (Clayton, 2000), with protein expression
in the songbird CMM and NCM peaking approximately 90
min and falling to low levels approximately 4 h after stim-
ulus onset (Mello and Ribeiro, 1998). Consequently, at the
start of the stimulus phase of the experiment, IEG induction
in the CMM and NCM would likely be basal in all females.
IEG induction quantified at the end of the study would be a
response to the novel stimulus songs immediately preceding
brain collection, and the experience treatment would there-
fore exert an effect only by mediating this stimulus re-
sponse. ZENK counts compiled in the present study are
from animals used previously (Sockman et al., 2002), al-
though analyses and results are unique to the present study.
Figures depict adjusted least-squares means �1 SEM and
p-values from the models described above and from post
hoc least-significant difference procedures.

RESULTS

We observed ZENK- and FOS-ir cells throughout the
CMM and NCM (Fig. 1). For both IEG proteins, the
immunoreactive cell count was greater in response to
the long-bout stimulus than in response to the short-
bout stimulus [stimulus: F(1, 4) � 18.88, p � 0.012]
(Fig. 2). However, the magnitude of the response bias
toward the long-bout stimulus differed between IEG
proteins. The 1.4-fold difference between the long-
bout and short-bout stimuli for FOS-ir cell counts (see
Fig. 2) was slightly, but reliably, greater than the
1.2-fold difference between stimuli for ZENK-ir cell

Figure 2 Song-induced ZENK-ir (left panel) and FOS-ir
(right panel) cell counts in the auditory telencephalon of the
female European starling with respect to novel long- (white
bars) and novel short-bout (black bars) song stimuli (mean
� S.E.M.). Indicated are the p-values for the effect depicted
and for post hoc analyses. At the base of each bar is the
number of experiment units.

Figure 1 Photomicrographs of the female European star-
ling brain. (A) Sagittal section at the level of the caudome-
dial mesopallium (CMM) and caudomedial nidopallium
(NCM). Rectangles indicate locations of images collected
for quantification of ZENK- and FOS-ir cell counts. Scale
bar � 1 mm. d, dorsal; v, ventral; r, rostral; c, caudal; CB,
cerebellum; HP, hippocampus; L, field L; LH, lamina hy-
perstriatica; LV, lateral ventricle. Representative photomi-
crographs (412 � 309 �m) of (B) ZENK-ir and (C) FOS-ir
cells in the CMM for each experimental treatment group: (i)
long-bout experience, long-bout stimulus; (ii) long-bout ex-
perience, short-bout stimulus; (iii) short-bout experience,
long-bout stimulus; and (iv) short-bout experience, short-
bout stimulus.
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counts [protein � stimulus: F(1, 4) � 18.10, p
� 0.013]. In addition, expression of each IEG protein
showed anatomical variation in its sensitivity to the
stimulus (Fig. 3), with the brain area of greatest sen-
sitivity dependent on the IEG protein expressed (pro-
tein � area � stimulus: F(2, 8) � 4.61, p � 0.047].
Specifically, the area with the largest relative re-
sponse-bias toward the long-bout stimulus was the
CMM for ZENK-ir cell counts but the NCMv for
FOS-ir cell counts.

Experience affected the stimulus-induced expres-
sion patterns of each IEG protein differently, as indi-
cated by the model effect of primary interest—the
protein � experience � stimulus interaction, F(1, 4)
� 14.45, p � 0.019. We compared the mean values of
each protein in each of the four treatment groups to
explore the detail of this interaction effect. Following
long-bout experience, ZENK-ir cell counts in re-
sponse to the novel long-bout stimulus were 1.3-fold
greater than those in response to the novel short-bout
stimulus, a difference post hoc tests revealed as con-
siderably more reliable than the 1.1-fold difference
between stimuli following short-bout experience (Fig.
4, left panel). Following long-bout experience, FOS-ir
cell counts in response to the long-bout stimulus were
1.2-fold greater than those in response to the short-

bout stimulus, a difference the post hoc tests indicated
as much less reliable than the 1.8-fold difference
between stimuli following short-bout experience (Fig.
4, right panel). In other words, whether the IEG
protein most sensitive to variation in the song stimu-
lus was ZENK or FOS depended on the females’ song
experience. It is possible that greater statistical power
would yield reliable differences for all four compari-
sons. But regardless of statistical power, our finding,
that the IEG most sensitive to stimulus variation de-
pended on experience, is highly repeatable, as indi-
cated by the p-value for the protein � experience
� stimulus interaction (above). This protein- and ex-
perience-dependent sensitivity to the stimulus did not
vary with brain area [protein � experience � stimulus
� area: F(2, 8) � 1.13, p � 0.2].

DISCUSSION

The female European starling bases her mate
choices, in part, on the average length of the males’
song-bouts or correlates thereof. The two stimuli

Figure 4 Experienced-based modulation of song-induced
ZENK-ir (left panel) and FOS-ir (right panel) cell-count in
the auditory telencephalon of the female European starling
(mean � S.E.M.). Novel long-bout stimulus (white bars);
novel short-bout stimulus (black bars). Indicated are the
p-values for the effect depicted and for post hoc analyses. At
the base of each bar is the number of experiment units.

Figure 3 Song-induced ZENK-ir (left panel) and FOS-ir
(right panel) cell counts of the female European starling
with respect to brain area and with respect to novel long-
(white bars) and novel short-bout (black bars) song stimuli
(mean � S.E.M.). Indicated are the p-values for the effect
depicted and for post hoc analyses. At the base of each bar
is the number of experiment units.
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we contrasted, long-bout song and short-bout song,
thus differ in register with an axis of phenotypic
variation highly relevant to the species’s natural
history and fitness. The results of this study reveal
complementary perceptual systems that differ from
one another by which end of the natural continuum
of song experience makes them sensitive to varia-
tion in song type. Whereas experience toward one
end of the natural continuum of song variation,
long-bout songs, makes the ZENK system sensitive
to bout length, experience toward the other end of
this continuum, short-bout songs, makes the FOS
system sensitive to bout length (Fig. 4). This is
apparently due to the separate actions of long-bout
songs on ZENK expression and short-bout songs on
FOS expression. When variation in song experience
is not a factor, ZENK and FOS differ only slightly
with respect to bout-length sensitivity (Fig. 2), and
they also differ with respect to the forebrain region
of greatest sensitivity (Fig. 3).

The differential modulation of ZENK and FOS
expression by long- and short-bout song experience,
respectively, suggests that the separate IEG pathways
are sensitive to separate acoustic features. That is,
experience with long-bout songs appears to enhance
subsequent ZENK expression in response to songs
that share common long-bout features, whereas expe-
rience with short-bout songs appears to suppress sub-
sequent FOS expression in response to songs that
share common short-bout features. Because the songs
presented during the experience and the stimulus
phases of the experiment were different, the acoustic
features that ultimately engender these sensitivities
must supercede the explicit components of any one
song (Sockman et al., 2002). Therefore, we attribute
the bout-length sensitivity of ZENK to features com-
mon to our sets of long-bout songs or, potentially, all
long-bout songs (Sockman et al., 2002). In contrast,
we attribute the bout-length sensitivity of FOS to
features common to our sets of short-bout songs or,
possibly, all short-bout songs. Although the data do
not rule out the possibility that short-bout and long-
bout experience have effects on the ZENK and FOS
pathways, respectively, such effects appear to be sec-
ondary.

Mate choice could reflect not just preference for
the favored phenotype but also a relative aversion
to the less favored phenotype. Because preference
and aversion are not mutually exclusive, a single
mate-sampling experience may drive both phenom-
ena concurrently and thereby establish a push–pull
relationship that sets the threshold for choice rela-
tive to the idiosyncratic local distribution of phe-
notypes. Complementary processing systems made

sensitive by sampling experiences at opposite ends
of the ethologically relevant axis of phenotypic
variation would seemingly enable such a hypothet-
ical scenario. Given the natural history of the Eu-
ropean starling, the complementary ZENK and FOS
systems of the auditory forebrain may help to es-
tablish the attractiveness of any given song within
the context of the prevailing song culture. Impor-
tantly, however, the song experiences of this study
do not reverse or eliminate either the ZENK or FOS
response-bias toward the long-bout stimulus.
Rather, ZENK and FOS expression are always
greater in response to the long-bout than to the
short-bout stimulus, regardless of experience (Fig.
4). However, the magnitude of this bias toward the
long-bout stimulus varies with experience and IEG
protein. Therefore, in the starling forebrain, per-
haps innate or developmentally organized biases
exist, and can be modulated but not eliminated or
reversed in adults. Such a “hard-wired” response
might help to establish a lower bound on what can
serve as an aversive mate-choice cue.

We do not know what might enable these audi-
tory response properties. Nonetheless, experience-
dependent representational plasticity of cortical
neurons has been described in most sensory sys-
tems (Gilbert et al., 2001; Calford, 2002), and in the
mammalian auditory system, such plasticity is
linked to coincident activation of both cholinergic
(Bakin and Weinberger, 1996; Kilgard and Mer-
zenich, 1998) and catecholaminergic (Bao et al.,
2001) neurotransmitter systems. In rats, where ex-
pression of zif-268 (a mammalian homologue to
ZENK) is required for specific forms of long-term
potentiation in the dentate gyrus (Jones et al.,
2001), noradrenergic activity selectively modulates
light-induced FOS but not ZENK expression in the
visual cortex (Yamada et al., 1999). Thus, one
might hypothesize that in both mammals and birds,
the IEGs ZENK and FOS help to mediate the ac-
tions of separate neurotransmitter systems that con-
tinuously shape the real-time responses of single
cells, and thus the system, to future stimuli.

Local and sex-based variation between the ex-
pression patterns of different IEGs have been found
previously (Yamada et al., 1999; Mower and
Kaplan, 2002; Bailey and Wade, 2003; Reti and
Baraban, 2003), but, the specific consequences of
such differences are difficult to predict based on
current knowledge. Given the vagaries of eukary-
otic transcription, the cascade of molecular events
following expression of any particular transcription
factor, such as ZENK or FOS, is likely to vary from
system to system, cell to cell, and even with a cell’s
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recent synaptic experience (Guzowski, 2002). Gen-
erally, however, IEG induction has been implicated
in a variety of processes including synaptic remod-
eling necessary for the formation and stability of
new memories, in memory retrieval (Clayton, 2000;
Jones et al., 2001; Guzowski, 2002; Fleischmann et
al., 2003), and in memory reconsolidation (Bozon
et al., 2003). Implication of the songbird auditory
system in mnemonic processing (Bolhuis and Eda-
Fujiwara, 2003) is consistent with recent findings
that song selective responses in the CMM are
closely tied to the specific experiences of individual
birds (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003). Thus, selec-
tive storage or selective retrieval of song-type
memories based on sampling experience might be
reflected in the differential IEG induction we ob-
served.

It is compelling that the stimulus dimension re-
vealing the difference between experience-depen-
dent IEG expression patterns holds such well-de-
fined ethological relevance. ZENK responses in the
female NCM that are biased toward songs preferred
in a mate-choice context have been reported in
other species (Eda-Fujiwara et al., 2003; Maney et
al., 2003), and, in mountain white-crowned spar-
rows, song-induced ZENK induction in the female
CMM and NCM correlates positively with the fe-
male’s frequency of copulation-solicitation behav-
ior (Maney et al., 2003). This raises the possibility
that neuronal activity in these structures might in-
fluence song-mediated mate choice, which itself
may depend on recent song-sampling experience
(Nagle and Kreutzer, 1997; Freeberg et al., 1999;
MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 2001).

Our results raise the hypothesis that the forebrain
ZENK and FOS expression-patterns work in a com-
plementary fashion by contributing to mechanisms
that underlie behavioral preferences for long-bout
songs. This could arise either from an affiliation to-
ward a favored phenotype that is represented in star-
lings by an elevated ZENK response to the favored
long-bout songs or from a relative aversion to the less
favored phenotype that is represented by a reduced
FOS response to the less favored short-bout songs. In
social systems where choosing a particular mate de-
pends on the prevalence of different mate types in the
population (Badyaev and Qvarnström, 2002), such
culturally conditioned neural responses would seem
highly beneficial.

We thank R.D. Fernald for logistical support.
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